Kleinfelder is an employee-owned science, architecture and engineering consulting firm providing solutions to meet our world's complex infrastructure and natural resource challenges.

- 2,000 employees
- 60 Offices in US, Puerto Rico, and Guam
Kleinfelder History

1961
Founded in Stockton, CA Materials Testing

1970’s
Entered Environmental Market

1980’s
Became ESOP Company

1990’s
Moved HQ’s to San Diego

2000’s
Expanded to the Great Plains; Northwest; East Coast

2010’s
Market Divisions: Energy Water Transportation CIGI
Our Markets

- **Energy** – *Wind, Nuclear, Solar Distribution*
- **Water** – *Dams, Levees, Canals*
- **Transportation** – *Rail, Airports, Bridges*
- **Commercial, Industrial, Governmental, and Institutional** – *Retail, Education, Municipal*
Our Services

✓ Architecture
✓ Civil Engineering
✓ Structural Engineering
✓ Environmental Planning and Permitting
✓ Geotechnical/Geological Engineering
✓ Construction Management and Testing
DOD Contracts

**ARMY**
- USACE – 10 Districts
- Sacramento-$15MM A-E Services for Dam Safety
- Philadelphia-$3MM A-E Services for Geo-Environmental

**NAVY**
- NAVFAC Southwest – $9.2MM Basewide Groundwater
- NAVFAC Southwest - $100MM Clean IV, LTEA Program
DOD Contracts (cont.)

**AIR FORCE**
- Hanscom AFB - $0.5MM Basewide Civil Engineering
- Buckley AFB - $1.0MM A-E Support Services

**GSA**
- GSA-899 Environmental Engineering Services
- GSA-871 Professional Engineering Services